Reading
Tips & tricks

Get started

Text settings for ebooks
Tailor the ebook view to your preferences by adjusting text size, font,
justification, page margins and line spacing. Text settings is only
available for ebooks, and not documents (PDFs) or notebooks.

How to change text settings
1. Open an ebook
2. Press the three dots menu
3. Tap the text settings-icon
4. Adjust settings to whatever you prefer and tap Done.
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It lets your mind roam freely, without restrictions. It lets you focus,
without distractions, but if you love
paper you probably struggle to keep
track of all your notebooks, print a
lot and you have a desk that looks
like this. If this is you, then you’re a
paper person. Just like us at reMarkable. Now come see how we’re solving your paper problems.
Meet reMarkable. The paper tablet. It lets you read, write and
sketch with a paper feel.

Highlighter tool

reMarkable replaces your notebooks, sketchbooks and printed documents. reMarkable is powered by a breaktrough technology – The CANVAS display. It makes reMarkable the fastest digital paper yet. The CANVAS display looks and feels like
paper, delivers fast and precise strokes and has crisp black
ink. Now let’s see what the reMarkable can do.Reading. In
fullscreenmode reMarkable is at its best. No distracting elements, and a comfortable paper like surface to rest your eyes
on. Whether it’s a book, textbook or a document from work.
Most common formats are supported and are easily transfered to the reMarkable by Wi-Fi.

per experience with digital tools like eraser, undo, zoom
and brushes. no more scanning your sketches. ”Your notes
and sketches are synced in real time and made available on
all your devices instantly”.
Use it for days without recharging. reMarkable is designed
to help you focus. No social media, no email and no web
browsing. reMarkable is for people who love paper. People
who use paper to concentrate, think and create, but needs
their notes and sketches to be organized, accessible and
shareable. We made reMarkable because we believe that
better paper means better thinking. reMarkable.Better paper. Better thinking.

Use the highlighter to emphasize text in a document or ebook, or for your own notes
in a notebook. The highlighter is displayed as yellow when exported to PDF or PNG.

”No more printing. No more heavy books
or documents. Annotate directly in your
documents. Make notes or highlight and
instantly share your work. Handwriting.
reMarkable offers the first paper like digital
writing experience. You can even rest your
hand on the display. reMarkable is a notetaking system. It lets you organize your
notes in multiple notebooks.”
All your notes and notebooks in one place.Choose your favourite notetaking template. Sketching. rM is the first digital
sketching device that feels like paper. Hide the toolbars and
you have a clean slate for your ideas. reMarkable offers a pa-

”The paper tablet for people who prefer paper. Here to replace your notebooks, sketchbooks and printouts. Paper-like reading, writing and sketching
with digital powers.”
Reading fuels the brain, and reMarkable is the ultimate
reading device. The paper-like display provides a superior reading experience. Your documents, PDFs, textbooks
and e-books are transfered wirelessly and instantly.
Write and annotate directly on the surface like you
would on paper and let your eyes indulge the pages in comfort. No one writes like you (identity theft
aside).
reMarkable is not only a notebook for handwriting,
but a notetaking system. Create multiple notebooks
with limitless pages. Blank, ruled, squared and dotted templates, we love all serve all.

Landscape mode
If you import a document in landscape format you can adjust the toolbar
to change the orientation of the menu. When inside a file, simply tap the
three dots menu to alter between portrait and landscape mode.

Crop documents
Crop documents (PDFs) to hide margins for an improved reading experience.
All pages in the document will be cropped when using the tool.

How to crop a document
1. Open a document
2. Tap the three dots menu
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3. Tap Crop
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4. Use the marker to define the aspect ratio you want to use and tap Crop.

No edits will be made to your file, and you can adjust
and remove the crop whenever you want.

Rename

Read more at
support.remarkable.com

